
UNDER INSTRUCTIONS OF RECEIVERS AND

MANAGERS

Hotel/Leisure

13, 252 Cosy Corner Road, Kronkup, WA 6330

865 m²Floor Area: 865.00 m² (approx)Land Area:

Sold

Sold: {0}

Property Description

Tucked away behind existing holiday accommodation units, this gorgeously renovated
holiday home is cosy by name, and cosy by nature, positioned just minutes away from the
famous and pristine Cosy Corner Beach.

Its position on the property has been perfect for watching mindfully over the nearby
accommodation units as a caretaker cottage for a number of years and this means it
maintains a sense of seclusion, individuality and warmth at its core.

Rustic and beautiful, the exterior of the home blends seamlessly with its bush setting, with a
combination of corrugated iron and timber cladding giving a bush shack feel.

The front entrance is flanked by a spacious hardwood decking veranda, a lovely shaded
position.

Inside a tiled entrance hallway leads through French doors to an open plan living area with
warming timber floor and down lighting.

To the left is the country styled kitchen with gorgeous stressed timber cabinetry, stainless
steel oven and stovetop and dishwasher all surrounded with granite look bench tops.

Cottage style sash windows adorn the space letting plenty of natural light flow in, and the
gabled ceiling with down lighting complement the character styling of the space.

A generous combined laundry and bathroom leads from the main area, with a modern linen
closet, toilet, shower and vanity amongst terracotta tiles.

At the homes heart is the deliciously warm and comfortable lounge room, which is
enhanced by gallery style down lighting strung along the high ceilings. A pot belly stove
warms the area and natural wood grain timber feature panels create an interesting focal
point.

The end living section features a substantial office, with built in shelving and sliding door
access to the front area, perfect for the holiday maker who has to take a little work with
them.

There are two generous bedrooms in the home- one a queen size room with textured
render walls, and the second an absolutely stunning master bedroom retreat where you can
truly enjoy the peace and quiet of the environment around you.

Its unique design sees the ensuite bathroom partially separated from the sleeping quarters
with a divider wall that houses the walk in robes. It then opens out to the larger portion of
the room, with enough space for a sitting are and a generous bed, and outdoor access to
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the rear patio.

Almost as big as the home itself, the gabled patio is every Australian's dream, with a built in
kitchenette, full sized terracotta pizza oven and room for outdoor settings, game tables and
anything your holiday desire dictates.
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